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              BODY MOTIONS WITH SMILE AND GRACE  

   

Gentle Twist Motions of body with smile form the 

most beautiful set of exercises which create 

harmony between soul, mind and body. It is a real 

wonder to understand that when we perform gentle 

smiling motions, great potential is awakened and 

one gets aligned with the movements of Nature. 

Both sound and light travel in waves. The motion of 

water, wind, trees and plants progresses in spiral 

waves. The flight of a bird, the movement of nature 

follows spiral waves. When body moves like a 

wave, in it is created the vibration matching the wind and the waves of the oceans. Body gets aligned with 

all the movements of the earth.  Your potential is activated with the help of graceful motions. 

 

TWIST THERAPY invented by Prof.Park Jae Woo employs twist motion to enhance the bodily activities 

and to maintain health by activating metabolism and energy circulation in the body by means of twisting 

the respective body part or the whole body. By various Twist motions Spiral Energy Net System of the 

body is activated producing spiral energy structures and sending this spiral wave over the whole body 

leading to harmonious state of soul, mind and body. Twist therapy also stimulates deep internal organs 

which energize all internal organs leading to disease-free state. 

  

The systematic TWIST MOTIONS ensure natural circulation of substances and flow of energies 

throughout the entire body.  Not only body but our DNA structure too have the spiral form and contribute 

to continuation of life phenomena with efficient interaction between genes and with their structures. Twist 

Therapy is the way to energize every single cell of the body. 

 

A powerful harmonizing effect of twist motion and posture is ensured by the fact that they activate 

meridians and chakras of the energy system filling them in with Neutro energy.  

 

One simple twist motion of the neck (neck twist) arrests a headache. The neck and trunk twist allow 

decreasing high blood pressure. After a single spiral twist of the chest heart pains disappear. Even 

emotional disorders, feelings of anxiety, sadness and other stressful states yield to treatment by twist 

motions. Obesity can be controlled by Twist Therapy Exercises. 

 

When the body is being gently twisted, this Energy Net System gets activated and those life substances 

and energies, which are in the stagnated condition, start to move and finally bring about recovery of vital 

life activities and many diseases are cured. That is why twist therapy has such surprising treatment 

effectiveness. 
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Gentle Twist motions of the body create spiral 

routes in that part of the body through which 

blood circulation and metabolism could be 

easily recovered to their normal level. As a 

result, all the body functions are activated to 

their normal condition, which prevents 

diseases and provides a wholesome mental 

state for the peaceful mind. Twisting different 

parts of the body, we create spiral structures in 

them, which activate the three dimensional 

vital Neutro process. In the process of 

performing these movements Nature’s 

harmony naturally guides the mind and body towards achievement of the highest state of smile 

perfection. Body receives perfect health, peaceful mind and creates higher dimensions of vibrations in the 

body activating healing energies within your being. 

 

 BASIC CONCEPT OF TWIST MOTIONS :  

 

There are basic twist motions that should be understood to be helpful for the purpose of twist therapy. 

 They are: In-Twist and Out-Twist, Bend Twist and Straight twist, Contraction Twist,Expansion Twist, 

Diagnole Twist and Spiral Twist. They have to be performed very gently. 

 

Twist Therapy is easy to learn and use for self-recovering from illness and resisting disease as well in 

emergency cases. This therapy is the most convenient as  there is no need to use any special equipment 

or tools except one's good will and intention to stay well, healthy and happy through the whole life. If one 

practices these twist exercises daily for 7 minutes, it ensures good health and peaceful mind. To keep 

health, to raise self-confidence, to achieve the inner stability, harmony of soul, mind, body and to allow 

smile to flow in every cell of body, one must take out time to practice Twist Exercises.                                     
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